
Personnel Work Group Meeting 
February 28, 2008 at 9:00am 

 
Attendees:  Tom Blanchard (SeaRiver), Gail Colby (9:55am; SERVS), Jennifer Fleming 
(PWSRCAC), Vince Kelly (ADEC), Sharry Miller (ADEC), Monty Morgan (Polar), Tony Parkin 
(SERVS), Roy Robertson (PWSRCAC), Donna Schantz (PWSRCAC) and Linda Swiss 
(PWSRCAC) 
 
Safety Brief:  Morgan pointed out the emergency exits and asked people to be cautious 
when walking across the ice outside.  
 
Culture Brief: Blanchard offered common ground rules to ensure the workgroup would 
work efficiently. Those included listening with respect, having open dialogue within the 
group, the need to avoid monologue, etc.  
 
Review of Guidance Document “Charter”: 
Blanchard gave a brief overview and history of the work group, including the RPG’s 
extension request, ADEC’s extension approval and the Personnel Work Group Project 
Charter put in place by the PWS Steering Committee.  Blanchard reviewed the charter 
document in depth with the group. 
 
Processes and Procedures: Blanchard reviewed the processes and procedures section of 
the charter, pointing out that the work group would be using the roles as defined in the 
SERVS Technical Manual. A participant suggested that the group consider the VMT 
classification of job roles for response positions.  Job Roles were already identified, and 
defined through that VMT process.  There will still need to be some new Job Roles 
established for the Tanker Plan but many have already been established in the VMT Plan.  
In response, it was suggested that the marine functions of the VMT plan be adapted to 
the roles outlined in the SERVS Technical Manual. 
 
Deliverables/Expectations: Blanchard reviewed the deliverables in the charter.  There were 
no comments.  
 
Proposed Schedule: The Work Group discussed the issue of developing proposals to close 
data gaps before they have been identified.  All agreed an analysis is needed first.  It was 
decided to not list a date as to when this item would be due, but to have it be a 
deliverable.  
 
ACTION: Blanchard will request the Steering Committee amend the Charter to remove the 

March 24 completion date for the deliverable, to read “Discuss proposals for 
closing data gaps and select proposal to send to the Steering Committee”.  

 
The April 14 to June 15 deliverable timeline for meeting to review and finalize the 
analysis may also need clarification from the Steering Committee if the above action is 
accepted.   
 
NOTE: Be aware that there is a June 30 deadline from ADEC when Final Analysis should 
be complete.  
 
Communications Protocol: 
Blanchard reviewed a communications protocol with the group, which included the 
following:  
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• All meeting notices will be distributed via email.  Please “accept/decline” as 
appropriate.  

• Any information to be posted on the web needs to be to Blanchard 7 days 
prior to the meeting date. 

• Meeting agendas will be distributed within 1 to 2 days of documentation 
being received by Blanchard.  

• Only discuss items listed on the agenda.  Utilize the “parking lot”. 
 
It was requested that all information posted on web be dated (in the document, and in the 
file name). 
 
In addition, it was asked that all participants be kept consistent so the group can move 
forward and not continually update new attendees.  
 
Assumptions: 
Blanchard reviewed the scenario basis and Work Group assumptions, adding that this is a 
living document.  
 
It was requested to amend “12 hrs per day” to “12 hours per shift”.   
 
It was noted that the rapid response vessels would vary from where they are dispatched.  
If dispatched from TCC, this will affect the personnel available in Valdez.  There was an 
in depth discussion on what to include and not to include in the analysis regarding 
personnel.  
 
ACTION: All participants were asked to review scenario 809 to identify where there are 

various options that impact manning/personnel numbers and bring a list back to 
the group.   

 
It was explained that the work group would need a realistic average for fishing vessel 
availability, and suggested a random snapshot for the group to work with. February 11 
was suggested as the date the snapshot will be taken, but this is a soft date. 
 
ACTION: Parkin will make SERVS fishing vessel snapshot available for work group in an 

effort to give a realistic list of assets on hand.  
 
The work group discussed what information the snapshot would provide.  It was 
requested that fit test information be included.  Parkin will look into this.  
 
Discussion took place regarding the various types/sizes of fishing vessels, and the 
minimum number of crew to respond.  It was pointed out that the amount is different for 
each type of fishing vessel.  For example, a vessel less than 41’ that has a crew of two is 
acceptable for a bowpicker, but for a seiner its not practical especially for skimming and 
decanting operations. A third person is needed to safely work the back deck of the vessel, 
for various safety issues.  Similarly, a vessel greater than 41’ that has a crew of three and 
is running with a jitney, cannot operate for a full 12 hours with one of its crew running 
the jitney because the jitney operator needs required breaks.  The C-Plan’s Technical 
Manual states that jitney operators have to take a break every two hours, especially in 
foul weather.  If only three crew were on board, operations would have to shut down 
while that crew member took a break.  
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In addition, when safety is taken into consideration, the only vessels that qualify for 
skimming and decanting operations are those that are greater that 41’ long because it is 
unsafe for one person to work the deck if the vessel is skimming.  
 
ACTION: Robertson to bring suggestions to next work group meeting to modify the fishing 

vessel crew assumptions.   
 
It was noted that this issue would be better tested through a drill.  
 
It was also noted that the VMT work group did not count the number of crews on each 
fishing vessel.  
 
Path Forward 
The next Personnel Work Group meeting was set for Thursday, March 27, 10:00am at 
Polar Tankers office.  
 
A reminder that all documents need to be to Blanchard by March 19 for posting on the 
website.  Agenda will follow. 
 
 
ACTION ITEM SUMMARY:  

• Blanchard will request the Steering Committee amend the Charter to remove the 
March 24 completion date for the deliverable, to read “Discuss proposals for 
closing data gaps and select proposal to send to the Steering Committee”. 

• All participants were asked to review scenario 809 to identify where there are 
various options that impact manning/personnel numbers and bring a list back to 
the group. 

• Parkin will make SERVS fishing vessel snapshot available for work group in an 
effort to give a realistic list of assets on hand. 

• Robertson to bring suggestions to next work group meeting to modify the fishing 
vessel crew assumptions.   
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